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Ontario, Canada

The province started rolling out time-of-use rates for energy to all its residential and small commercial and industrial customers in 2007.

All four million were on these rates within a few years.

Ninety percent are still on these rates. T&D costs are recovered through a fixed charge.

The all-in price ratio is about 1.5 to 1; this has yielded a reduction in peak load between 2% and 3%.
Oklahoma Gas & Electric (OG&E) has rolled out variable peak pricing to all its residential customers through a program called “Smart Hours.”

Customers are provided free smart thermostats to automate price response.

Some 20% of customers are on the program and the program is yielding significant load reductions during critical times.

The average contribution to peak load for program participants has dropped almost 40 percent, from 4 kilowatts (kW) to 2.5 kW. Also, customers enrolled in the program are more satisfied than other customers.
Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE)’s Smart Energy Rewards® program provides 1.1 million residential customers an opportunity to earn $1.25 per kilowatt-hour (kWh) on Energy Savings Days.

During events, BGE typically makes 1.3 million phone calls, sends more than 1 million emails, and delivers approximately 50,000 SMS/text messages.

On July 14, BGE called an Energy Savings Day and its customers earned $4.6 million by reducing their energy usage. From the program’s introduction in 2013 to the end of 2016, BGE customers have earned nearly $40 million from the program.

The company estimates that about 80 percent of its customers reduce their usage on Energy Savings Days.
Customer responses from 337 pricing tests across 9 countries line up on two curves in a single figure
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Georgia

Georgia Power has 2,300 C&I customers (representing some 20% of retail revenues) on hourly RTP pricing, based primarily on system lambda.

Customers >5 MW are on hour-ahead RTP pricing; customers >250 kW are eligible for day-ahead RTP pricing.

For 300 hours a year, hourly prices are >75 cents/kWh; customers are provided a variety of price protection products.

For all RTP customers, baseline usage is billed on embedded costs, inclusive of a demand charge.
Illinois

Commonwealth Edison has 16,000 residential customers and 9,000 C&I customers on hourly RTP.

Residential customers are on a 4-part rate: fixed charge, kW for coincident peak generation capacity (PJM), RTP for energy, and flat kWh price for T&D.

C&I customers are on a 5-part rate: fixed charge for distribution, NCP demand charge for distribution, demand charge for generation capacity, RTP for energy, flat price per kWh for transmission, and other elements such as RPS and EE.
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